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     The EU has surely 

           experienced easier times – outside forces 

     and internal struggles are shaking the once strong 

      and confident body to its very core. The European heartbeat 

          has lost its rhythm. How can we get Europe back on its feet? 

What can we do to “Re-Animate Europe”? 

                        These are the questions the            Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom            asked comic artists and graphic novelists all over 
the world in the third round of their international comics 
                    competition “Animate Europe”.  

               This anthology compiles the entries 

           of the seven finalists of this competition round. 

Do they hold the key of how to “Re-Animate Europe”? 

Have a read and find out yourself!
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           The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom is the German foundation for liberal policies. 
We seek to advance the idea of freedom both within Germany and abroad as a pillar of an open society. 
          In Germany, we offer various platforms for an exchange of information and experience on present-day topics. 
We focus on civic education in order to promote a greater understanding of politics, and wish to inspire citizens 
               to get involved actively in political processes.

Abroad, we promote human rights, the rule of law and democratic structures as well as the principles of a market economy 
             in more than 60 countries worldwide through the support of local, regional, and national initiatives and 
    organisations, think tanks and political parties. At the European and Transatlantic Dialogue, 
           with offices in Brussels, Athens, Prague and Washington, DC, we actively encourage the political debate and 
         develop innovative liberal approaches and solutions. A lively dialogue is based on tolerance and mutual understanding. 
Our activities aim at advocating these basic values through intercultural exchange. Our projects act as 
                 liberal platforms for the Foundation’s worldwide partners to debate issues of the European 
                                      as well as transatlantic agenda.

The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom 



Hans H. Stein 
Director European 

and Transatlantic Dialogue
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                                   Twice already, in 2013 and 2015, 

     we asked comic artists and graphic novelists from all over 

    the world to share their ideas about Europe in our International 

       Comics Competition “Animate Europe”. Its overwhelming success is 

          a clear sign that artists have fascinating visions to share: as thousands 

of our comics travelled through Europe and beyond, in form of comic books, 

exhibitions and via the world wide web, they sparked discussions and inspired 

  people to get involved with Europe. To encourage more of this spirit 

           of engagement, we called a new competition round –

                        this time asking for ideas of how to 

                                              “Re-Animate Europe”. 

Enjoy the read!

                                 In this anthology you find 

                     the works of our seven competition

              finalists – as diverse as they are in terms of style, 

      topic and vision, they share a common belief in a strong and 

          vivid Europe, based on common understanding and trust. 

                     But go ahead and see for yourself! 

                                           Why “Re-Animate”? 

                              Since we started our first competition, 

                   Europe has seen difficult times: migration crisis, internal 

          disputes, Brexit and more. Europe seems to have lost its breath 

             at times. How can it regain its energy? Who or what will be the 

     magical healer or super hero who can find the right medicine for 

       Europe‘s ailing heart? These were the kinds of questions we hoped 

         to find answers to. The entries we received were incredibly multi-faceted: 

                     from personifications of the mythical Europe, to stories of refugees 

                              and migration, to tales about European art and culture – 

                               we were overwhelmed by the record number of 

                      entries to our “Re-Animate Europe” competition.



                  
   I believe in the transformative power of art 

           and the importance of cultural communities – 

        by sharing our creative visions we invite insight and 

  understanding in deep and meaningful ways. The Animate 

Europe competition is an opportunity to open up a channel 

for communication that transcends borders and bonds us 

                  
                  

   on the human level.

Maura McHugh

                            It’s an interesting competition                   with a good approach to the medium.

Kalle Hakkola

                             
 The thematic approach of 

                  “Re-Animate Europe” is a challenge that is both 

           difficult and very open, it is exciting to see what paths 

         the artists choose. I find it very interesting to see how a 

          narrative project is born. In a competition of this type, 

         we have the opportunity to better understand the creative 

                             
   process of the candidates.

Valérie Constant

                      Since I love the European idea 

                       as much as I love comics: Comics from the 

               different countries come from different traditions, 

                      have different strength (and limits) – now artists from

                          different places know each other and can learn from      

                                     each other which results in much better comics.

Andreas C. Knigge

                  It’s a pleasure to meet people related 
           to comics and European cultural organization. 
          It’s always exciting to take part in such a programme,
            discovering current creations, maybe future authors, 
              and having different views of people on Europe and 
                               Europeans, and on the world! 

Mélanie Andrieu

                     When it comes to comics there are              no borders, comic makers should venture outside 
         their countries, a competition as this provides a platform.

Gert Jan Pos
                          N

ot only that I draw comics myself, 

                 I also read a lot of them, so I think I know 

           sufficient about the art form. I sometimes miss the 

                  exchange with colleagues, though.

           Talking and discussing about comics is something 

     I really like to do. It didn’t need much persuasive power 

                            t
o make me agree to take part.

Tobias Dahmen

Why did you agree to take part 

      in the Animate Europe jury?



works as curator and coordinator of exhibitions and Conservation Service at the 
Belgian Comic Strip Center in Brussels. Before that, she worked in different book-
shops in France and Belgium, responsible for the Comics section. She is well-
read in the field of comics and has written several articles about the medium.

is the founder and director of the communications agency Apropos. She started 
her career as a journalist, worked as Head of Communications for several cultu-
ral institutions, among which the Belgian Comics Strip Center, and the comics 
publishers Casterman and Fluide Glacial.

After his study of Visual Communication, Tobias Dahmen started to work as a 
professional Illustrator for advertising agencies, publishing houses and industrial 
clients. Besides his commissional work he is a comic artist and author and a 
founding member of the German comic anthology “Herrensahne“. His first book 
“Sperrbezirk“ contained a collection of autobiographical short stories. In 2011 he 
started the webcomic “Fahrradmod“, the complete story was published by Carl-
sen in Germany in 2015 and won the Rudolph-Dirks-Award for “Best Scenario“.

is a publicist, lector, translator and literary agent. He was co-founder and editor 
of the magazine Comixene and later editor-in-chief at Carlsen’s. He published 
several books on comics, lastly the biographies of Charles M. Schulz and 
Hansrudi Wäscher. 

lives in Ireland and writes prose, comics, plays, poetry, screenplays, and non-
fiction. She‘s curated comic book programming for festivals, and has been a 
juror for film, literature, and comic book awards. 

is a curator, producer and a director of the Helsinki Comics Festival. He is a 
co-founder of the Comics Center in Helsinki and promotes Finnish comics all 
over the world. Hakkola is also a scriptwriter of Sanni and Joonas children‘s 
comic book series.

worked as comics promotor for the Dutch Fund for visual arts, graphic design 
and architecture between 2009 and 2012. Currently, he produces books, exhibi-
tions and television broadcasts about and with comic artists. He teaches at the 
department of illustration at the Willem de Kooning Academy in Rotterdam.

The Jury
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Tobias Dahmen

Valérie Constant 

Mélanie Andrieu
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Kalle Hakkola

Gert Jan Pos



Jordana is an illustrator, comic artist and graphic recorder who holds an MA in 
Illustration, with Distinction, from Camberwell College of Arts and a BA in Eng-
lish/History from McGill University in Montreal. Jordana has been writing and 
drawing since childhood; comics give her a unique creative outlet for both these 
passions. Regardless of the medium, her work aims to tell a story. 

Even in childhood, he dreamed of telling stories with drawings. Today, as a gradually 
greying mid-forty year old, Schlorian still believes in his dreams. Cartoons, comics 
and illustration determine his workdays. Besides being a graphic designer and a 
stay-at-home-dad for two boys – who fortunately have their own dreams.

Štěpánka Jislová is a Czech illustrator and comics artist, born in 1992, residing 
in Prague. She has always been interested in storytelling and both her comics 
and illustrations are usually very personal or semi-autobiographical. Apart from 
that, she enjoys supernatural themes and lately explores the specific options 
the comic medium has to offer.  She‘s completed numerous comic stories, all of 
them available for free on her website. 
 

Noëlle Kröger has drawn ever since she could hold a pen. Having found her pas-
sion in that, she applied to study illustration in Hamburg as soon as she got her 
highschool degree. In her studies, painting has become her medium of choice to 
express herself. Currently, visual storytelling in a broader sense is the main focus 
of her work.

 

Magdalena Kaszuba lives and works in Hamburg as a comic artist and illustrator. 
She is studying Illustration at HAW in Hamburg, where she is working since 
2011 on story-telling and comics. In the latest comics she mixed many different 
techniques in one story. This is an experimental way, although it allows her to 
draw every new comic with various methods, to give each comic an individual 
style with a distinctive design.

Davide Pascutti teaches physics in secondary school and has been working as
a comic artist/illustrator in the last fifteen years, dealing with non-fiction topics 
such as history, economics and mathematics. He believes that comics and visual 
communication still have a huge underexploited potential, that’s why he always 
searches for the most effective visual art and the best storytelling strategies in 
order to simplify complex content, making it clear and enjoyable for everyone. 

Paul Rietzl works as an illustrator and comic artist. He lives in Augsburg, 
Germany where he recently graduated from the University of Applied Sciences 
with a master‘s degree in communication design. He decided to go to university 
after apprenticing as a porcelain and glass painter. The variety of his current 
work ranges from editorial and poster design to comics. In November 2016 his 
first graphic novel „Shipwreck“ was published. Always having the sketchbook 
at hand, his way to get in contact with the world as an artist is to draw and tell 
graphical stories.
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Paul Rietzl Germany

Noëlle Kröger Germany

Jordana Globerman Canada

Davide Pascutti Italy

Magdalena Kaszuba Poland & Germany

Stefan Haller (Schlorian) Switzerland

Štepánka Jislová Czech Republic



Jordana Globerman 
My uncle´s dream

Stefan Haller (Schlorian)
Back to the grass roots

Štepánka Jislová 
How to save the world

Noëlle Kröger
There´s a way

Magdalena Kaszuba
The old lady gives no answer

Davide Pascutti
The creatEUre

Paul Rietzl
A Dream of Europe
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